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Multiple degrees can
add "competitive edge"
forjob-seekers
By Sylvia Lim
Daily Staff Writer
Apparently, having a bachelor’s
degree is not sufficient anymore,
according to university officials.
As stated by a report provided by
San Jose State University’s graduate
studies and research department,
the full time equivalent students
total at the end of touchtone registration before Aug. 26 indicated
that enrollment for graduate students has increased this fall.
’The SJSU Web site defined full
time equivalent students as a 15
credit units academic workload. For
example, a combined units of a few
students which equals 15 units is
considered one full time equivalent
students.
The same report also stated that
there is about a 40 percent increase
in the number of graduate students
enrolled at SJSU this fall compared
to last fall.
Nabil Ibrahim, associate vice president of SJSU’s graduate studies and
research department, said the rise in
the graduate student enrollment
figures might be due to the current
employment market, according to
Ibrahim.
Many currently employed individuals are looking to add a competitive edge to their resumes in a tight
employment market.
He said that the enrollment
increase has been well rounded
among all the departments, with a
surprise rise in the school of library’
and information science, which had
an increase of more than 100 hill
time equivalent students.
The College of Engineering
received an increase of more than
150 full time equivalent students,
while the College of Business
reported roughly a 60 full time
equivalent students rise.
Blanche Woolls, director of the
school of library and information
sciences, also attributed the graduate student increase to the economic downturn. 1. entry, level jobs

See DEGREES, page 3

Undeclared senior Jarrett Miner, right, jokingly gives a kick to instructor Dave Williams as he directs sophomore computer engineering major Ronald Lew during warm-up exercises
in Uchida Hall on Thursday.
By Melinda Latham
Daily Stall Writer
A variety of classes are available to students
who want to learn how to pmtect themselves
against assault through self-defense.
Gong Chen, a human performance professor,
said thc self-defense curriculum at San Jose State
University is one of the best in the nation, comparing the class to the top programs in other universities.
"For MBA, Stanford’s the best. For medical
school, Harvard’s the best. For self-defense, we’re
the best, it’s very safe to say," he said.
Chen, who teaches beginning and intermetiiate
self-defense, said a great responsibility rests on
the self-defense instructor.
Ile said self-defense courses incorporate more
than defense techniques. Classes include information about the awareness oldie need fig selfdefense, knowledge of crime processes, as well as
physical fighting skills.
Smdents train to fight back by using "the mull-

WASHINGTON 34 SAN JOSE STATE 10

SJSU blows 10-point
lead to No. 14 Huskies
Ste and wire. report,
San Jose State
SEATTLE
University football head coach Fitz
Hill said he doesn’t believe in moral
victories.
That said, Hill should bc happy
with the way his Spartans played during Saturday’s 34-10 loss at the
University of Washington.
At least for one half of play he
should.
The Spartans led the No. 14
luskies 10-0 at halftime, but
Washington rallied for 34 unanswered second half points to defeat
SJSU before 70,147 fans at I lusky
Stadium.
The Spartans built their halftime
lead on a touchdown and a field goal
in the second quarter.
A 35 -yard pass from Scott Rislov to
the
to
Anderson
Courtney
Washington 2-yard line set up fresh-

man Ezekiel Staples’ 1-vard touchdown run that gave SJSII a 7-0 lead.
After Spartan kickcr Nick Gilliam’s
43-yard field goal, Washington quarterback Cody Pickett lost another
fumble on an exchange to Alexis at
the Spartan 2 -yard line with 37 seconds left in the first half
Gilliam failed to take control of his
scoring opportunities, missing field
goals of 39 anti 37 yards in thc first
quarter.
But it was all Washington in the
second half, with the Huskies going
and 46 yards fig touchdowns on
their first two possessions fig A 14-10
lead.
"It was impwtant that we snapped
out of that at halftime," said
Washington head coach Rick
Nettheisel, whose Huskies had lost
four of their previous five games. "It
looks as if we were waiting fig had

See FOOTBALL, page 6

cal parts from any kind of martial art," Chen said.
Chen teaches elements of judo, karate, and
other martial arts are incorporated.
Chen has compiled research from experts in
martial arts as well as law enforcement officers to
create a comprehensive curriculum that teaches
students survival odds, crime statistics and situational combative strategies.
"For class, we do two things," Chen said. "To
make the snident become smart and to make the
student tough."
The self-defense classes have been taught at
SJSU for 11 years, but a longer tradition exists on
campus in the form of judo.
Since Yoshihiro Uchida started the judo program at SJSU 50 years ago, students have been
karning the Japanese art and competing around
the world.
Dave Williams, a SJSU judo instructor, said
that thc program has been one of the most
prominent in the nation.
"If you were at an international level and getting international medals, you were at San Jose

State," Williams said ot past competitors on the
judo team.
SJSU alumni have gone on to win competitions
and teach other students, Williams said.
Judo, *first and foremost a sport," according to
Williams, emphasizes throwing techniques and
ground fighting skills, similar to wrestling.
"Most tights don’t stay standing up," Williams
said. "You must be able to defend yourself,"
Williams said.
The sport, which is a refinement of jujitsu,
was founded in 1882 by Dr. Jigoro Kano of
Japan. It fix:uses on using leverage and flexibility to overcotne an opponent, rather than
to
a ccord i ng
strength,
brute
wwwjudoinfo.com.
There are also student-led programs which
contribute to self-defense knowledge. The
Associated Students recreation program runs
various fitness programs at the Event Center,
i ncludi ng kickboxing.
Heather Stehula, a kickboxing instructor,
said she hoped participants learned both prac-

tical and playful sides to the sport.
"I hope that people have fun, get exercise, meet
people, and maybe learn some skills for selfdefense," said Stehula, who is also a senior kinesiology major.
Kickboxing, which is composed of kicking and
punching techniques, incorporates elements
from other martial arts like karate and Kung Fu.
Nlandy Yan, a junior journalism major, said that
she enjoyed the sport.
"I’ve always taken kickboxing other places, and
I wanted to take a self-defense class, Yan said.
"I love it."
One course offered through the University
Police Department, Rape Aggression Defense,
teaches women how to fend off a sexual assault.
The 12 -hour pmgram is usually split up over
three or four days and teaches women safety tips
and how to protect themselves.
Sgt. Jenm Pak, a program instructor, said the

See DEFENSE, page 3

Political prisoner brings cause to SJSU
Justine DaCosta
Dady.ship 11’,/rep

OFIF T TA GIBSON ’ DAILY STAFF

Taye Wolde-Semayat, a professor of political science at
Addis Ababa University in Ethiopia, spoke Saturday in
Washington Square Hall about being a political prisoner
Ethiopia in 1999. He was released four months ago.

More i ,au 200 people gathered in
Washington Square Flail on Saturday to listen
to former Ethiopian political prisoner *nye
Wolde-Semayat talk about human rights violations that arc affecting Ethiopia.
Wolde-Semayat, who has ie doctorate in
political science, was the president of the
Ethiopian Teachers Association whcn hc was
arrested in May 199(1 and charged with conspiring to overthrow the Ethiopian government and sentenced to 15 years in prison.
Because only five people in attendance were
of non -Ethiopian descent, the moderator,
Awetu Simesso, a professor of African
American studies at San Jose State lniversity,
announced that the lecture would be conducted in Amharic, the official language of
Ethiopia.
Sinless asked tin volunteers who were willing to translate for those who didn’t speak the
lanriage and people itnmediately responded
with A show of hands.
Bersabch Beyene, president of thc Ethiopian
Student Association at SJSU, gave the welcoming remarks and was fiillowed by presentation given by Tatiesse KASSA, an organi7er for
thc Ethiopian Discussion Forum.
In his speech, Kassa thanked Wolde-

-wmayat for the work he’s done to improve
Ethiopian policies.
"We welcome you, Dr. Taye, and thank you
for all of the sacrifices you made and continue
to make."
Kassa then spoke about the life and death of
human rights activist Dereje Tasew Gedamu,
who, before his recent death, devoted his life to
human rights issues, and presented his widow
and three-year-old son with a plaque in his
honor.
Gedamu’s widow, dressed in black and wearing a veil, accepted the award with tears and the
audience responded with a standing ovation.
Coble Harris, a professor of political science
at SJSU, was next to speak, and directed his
speech toward Wolde-Semayat.
"I am ovenvhelmed with joy to SLY my brother here," I larris said. "I am happy to see he survived an unjust stay in prison.
Harris spoke of the inequality that is plaguing Ethiopia and WAS acknowledged with
applause when he said that every group in
Africa has a right to exist.
"We hope that the dark clouds over Ethiopia
will turn into beautiful sunshine," Harris said.
William Baldwin, A member of the San Jose
Chapter of Amnesty International. took the
podium next.

See PRISONER, page 3
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ANNOYED

’Second birth’ signals the beginning of adulthood
The beginning ot lite is ottcri traced to the moment ot Lonception.
Your parents made love and nine months later you were
bom.
What a bundle of joy you were.
It didn’t matter if you were male or female, all that mattered
was that you were alive.
You were crying. You were screaming. You were annoying ...
but no matter what you did, you were loved.
You struggled for your first breath and then after the doctor
sucked all the fluid out of your nostrils, you were off.
From the first time you used the bathroom to the time you
spoke your first words, everything was new to you.
Now fast forward about 10 years, right before you became a
teenager.
Your parents probably gave you the sec talk, the one that
made you feel awkward because up to that point you thought
you just magically appeared.
The following years came what is often defined as the years
that make up your personality.
You learned to speak up for yourself. You learned that in
order to buy new clothes you needed to get a job. And you also
leamed what you were looking for in a partner.

As you entered your senior year ot high school, you thought
She used to do everything she could to make sure thdt her
you were an adult.
baby was OK.
Mom told you your curfew was midnight, you got your driBut now you’re gone. Away from the nest, womb and home
ver’s license and suddenly you were able to make one of the of mom.
It’s now time for you to start malting decisions
biggest decisions of your life: college.
for yourself.
To go or not to go became your deciNo longer will mom tell you to go to school.
sion, but no matter what you decided to
No longer will she lay your dothes out and tell
do after high school that is when you
you what to wear.
were reborn again.
And no longer will she tuck you in and kiss you
The first 18 years of your life were realon the forehead every evening before your bedly just an extended pregnancy for your
time.
mother.
Congratulations folks, you are adults now.
You caused her anguish. You caused her
When you went to your first class as a college
SOITOW. You brought her joy. You were her
student, that was your first learning lesson.
happiness.
The professor gave you a green sheet, told you
But the day you graduated from high
attendance wasn’t mandatory and those books you
BEN AGUIRRE, JR.
school, turned 18, left home or told mom
paid an arm and a leg for could stay at home
that you were a man and you’d make your
because this professor was going to lecture, not read word for
own decisions, that was the day you were really born.
No longer were you connected to your mother through the word from the text.
Two weeks ago, I sat in the back of a classroom with a bunch
proverbial umbilical cord.
of underclassmen and saw the twinkle in their eyes when the
She used to feed you.
professor told them all this.
She used to stay up until you fell asleep.

Fhey figured it was a free ride.
College was going to be easy and just a big party.
Trust me, I know. I felt the same way five years ago.
But I eventually learned two years later that going to school
for four hours a day then taking the rest of the day to screw
around wasn’t going to cut it.
That "A" I got my freshman year was the only one I had
going into the final semester of my sophomore year.
Something clicked in my head. Something told me that I
wasn’t doing something right.
I was growing up.
College is a time in your life when you really find out who
you ate.
Everything you learned prior to college is the foundation
your personality and future are built on.
And now that you’re here, this is where your education
begins.
Congratulations Mom, you’re having a man.
Ben Aguirre,Jr. is a
Spartan Daily co-Sports Editor.
’Annoyed- appears Mondays.
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denial:
Druggies
and
Parking an important
combination
A
bad
issue for students
The lack of parking is an unending and some say, a tiresome issue.
Unfortunately, there are thousands of new students that descend on campus
every semester who are unaware of the extreme lack of parking.
And students want to read about issues that concern them.
The problem here is real and annoying for everyone who doesn’t arrive at 7
a.m. to find a space in a garage.
Often students think if they come early enough, they can find a space in a
garage. After all, they- paid $115 for a permit they should be able to use.
Rather than asking for the full $115, why didn’t the university send students
a reason for the increase prior to getting the bill? A little explanation goes a
long way.
Well, the garages are filling up faster than ever before because of a new cityimplemented ordinance.
A permit plan was passed by the San Jose City Council and took effect Aug.
1 that made 18 blocks around the university commuter-unfriendly,
With the possibility of a $51 citation, many students were surprised to come
back to find their favorite off-campus parking spots unavailable.
The university originally set its sights on Bud Winter Field to help hold the
overflow from these neighborhoods, which once
held up to 1,500 daily commuters.
Because it was a track barely used by San Jose
State University, some administrators thought this
was a decent alternative.
After some residential fuss over the need for open
space, President Robert Caret decided to keep it
unpaved.
But with sweeping irresolution, he’s made it so
students now park on the historic track and
field...it’s just not paved.
So now joggers have to weave through cars to
exercise.
Too often, students say it’s the parlcing problem
that drives them nuts.
"It’s a pain," said Lauren Holly, a child development junior in last Monday’s Spartan Daily. "I
come at 10 a.m. and I still have to park at the Park
and Ride."
OK, the big answer the university gives us: Park
and Ride.
And it’s a decent answer, but during peak times in the morning, there are
lines up to four buses long.
It’s nice that they charge only $58 for the semester, but the inconvenience
factor is huge for most students.
They added two more shuttles as a "convenience," but still snidents are complaining that they wait for up to 45 minutes in the morning, standing in line
as they watch bus after bus fill up.
As a resourceful but expensive alternative to campus parking, some student
commuters have taken refuge in the public city garages.
"Until things calm down, I’ll be parking in a public garage every day," said
Atsuko Yamada, a senior, who was quoted in the Daily last Wednesday. "It’s
worth it to know that I can park."
So now students are willing to pay up to $15 a day to park in a pubic garage
rather than use the alternatives that the university has given us.
The Third Street garage employees don’t mind the students parking in the
garage, and even expressed sympathy for SJSU students who can’t find parking on campus. One student who was quoted in the Daily said she had to
turn around and go home after not finding a space.
Taking a bus is also a viable alternative to driving, and one student said that
the parking situation was the reason she takes the bus.
"I take the bus, said Ashley Strnad, a nursing senior. "I drove one day...and
let’s just say I took the bus the rest of the week."
This is a commuter campus, but we say that the university has not done
enough to ease the parking problems.
Last week the Spartan Daily received a letter from an administrator saying
the parking fees were due for a raise and he was not interested in reading
more articles about the parking problems.
The Spartan Daily has a job to do.
We are here to inform students about issues that affect them.
Is parking a tiresome issue? Yes, it is. We are tired of not getting to class on
time.

We are here
to inform
students of
issues that
affect them.

Anti-drug campaigns will have you believe that drug users while trying to convince me to try them out, mentioned how
are junlcies who are weak, ill and brain-dead, and I’d be a fool they "basically poison your body.
Nipped that in the bud for me.
to argue, especially after some of the drug-related situations
I have seen in my day.
Of course, this rant wouldn’t be complete if I didn’t menThere’s another trait that drug users tend to have that tion the new fad that’s exploded on the scene ecstasy.
I’ve been around it and the whole scene that’s sprung up
doesn’t get enough attention, in my opinion, but affects
those around them just as bad. In fact, it is the most irritat- around it. I’ve tried it and I understand how it sucks people
in. It’s too bad people become so reliant on it for a good
ing, intelligence insulting characteristic these junkies have.
What is it that gets so deep within the confines of my skin, time.
After trying to explain to a close friend who was popping
you ask?
a good 10 to 12 pills a weekend for sever’al months that his
Denial sums it up.
I can’t stand tweakers who work so hard to convince them- habit wasn’t a healthy one, I was told about how psychologists used to prescribe a form of the drug to
selves the substances they so carelessly use
their patients to ease their tensions.
aren’t that harmful, that they need to plead
That said, it goes without saying that sucktheir case to concerned non-users.
ing down these pills, which are usually
A good example would be the druggies
bought from a stranger who bought them
people have to deal with most: stoners.
from another stranger, and are often mixed
We’ve all heard the ridiculous arguments.
with other drugs such as crank or even hero"Smoking pot is no worse than being an
in when made, is probably a healthy thing to
akoholic," they tell us, which is something
do, right?
I won’t question.
Truth be told, the medical reasons for not
What I will question, however, is how
using this drug aren’t even as convincing as
that comparison means since we might
the social ones.
have some drinks once or twice a week, it’s
Any drug that forces someone to listen
perfectly health, for a stoner to smoke
DRAY MILLER
strictly to house music and makes them willnine or 10 bowls a day.
ing to pay 10 bucks for a bottle of water is
The ignorance doesn’t stop there. No real
pot smoker will go a day without busting out with the about the most brain damaging drug out there.
At
least coke addicts don’t try to test my patience by telling
medicinal marijuana argument.
Let Me set this straight for anyone who uses this argument me li.ovir harmless theii habit is.
When asked to justify’ a semester in which he dropped out
and may be reading: Just because someone with a permanently injured back, or a case of terminal cancer is prescribed school, spent everyday at poolside snorting cocaine and
some weed to ease the endless pain, doesn’t mean you need managed to blow no pun intended the better part of a
to toke moming, day and night. You likely have no real pain S40,000 life insurance policy he had cashed in on, an old
high school friend of mine responded by saying, "I can go
to ease, aside from perhaps chronic lung irritation.
back next semester."
My old roommate used to walce every morning and thus
Honestly, I’m not trying to judge any of these kinds of peowalce the rest of us as well and hack his lungs up for 15
solid minutes. He was one of the biggest proponents of the ple. I’ve experimented with my share of drugs, but that’s all
it was experimentation. No habits, no dependency.
stoner lifestyle.
If you want devote your life to some powder, pill or weed,
Stoners aren’t alone in the defense of their vices. I had
some friends get on a mushroom kick a few years ago. All of fine. Just admit it’s taking a toll on you and move on.
Time will show you’re only fooling yourself.
a sudden, the only’ fim they could have involved eating fungus that was dug out from beneath a load of cow dung, and
Dray Miller is the
then going on endless walks in the woods or sitting in someSpartan Daily Managing Editor.
one’s room in the dark staring at glowing posters.
’The Fine Print’ appears Mondays.
I knew ’shrooms weren’t my thing when a close friend,
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OPINION PAGE POLICY I Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the
Opinion page with letter to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a 200-word response to an issue or a point of view that
has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
A viewpoint is the same as a letter to the editor, except it is a 400-word response
to an issue or point of view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
Submissions become property of the Spartan Daily and may be edited for clarity,grammar, libel and length. Submissions must contain the author’s name, address,
phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may be placed in the I,etters to the Editor box at the Spartan Daily
office in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209, sent by fax to (408) 924-3237, e-mail at
SDAILY.jmc.sjsu.edu or mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, School of
Journalism and Mass Communications, San Jose State University, One
Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0149.
Edtiorials are written by, and are the consensus of the Spartan Daily editon, not
the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views of the
Spartan Daily , the School of Journalism and Mass Communications, or SJSU.
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PRISONER I Wolde-Semayat said he received thousands of encouraging letters
iool
rew
had
at I
vho

it a
kr.

1,

continuedfrom page 1
"If I’d Icriown you’d all be here, I
would have teamed Amharic," he said.
Baldwin gave a history of Amnesty
International and its role in WoldeSemayat’s case.
"A lot of governments try to ignore
us," Baldwin said. "They think they
can just put people in jail and no one s
going to do anything about it."
He said that more than 40 groups
WTOtt letters in support of WoldeSemayat and that 80 members of
Congress signed a petition for his
release.
This pressure, he said, is what led to
the Ethiopian government’s decision
to release VVolde-Semayat.
Demissie Oluma, a member of the
Ethiopian Discussion Form, gave an
introduction of Wolde-Semayat,
highlighting his education and his
work as a human rights crusader and
president of the Ethiopian Teachers
Association.
According to a pamphlet distributed
by Oluma, Wolde-Semayat was
imprisoned because of his peaceful
opposition to the Ethiopian government’s policies concerning the decentralization of the education system.
When Oluma introduced WoldeSemayat, applause roared through the
room. Everybody stood up and
remained clapping for more than a
minute.
Wolde-Semayat smiled and proceeded with his speech.
"I thank God for your help that
allows me to be here, he said. "The
only thing (Oluma) forgot to mention
were all of the degrees I earned in
prison."

Education arid government corruption
was at the top of his agenda, and VVoldeSemayat proclaimed that the current
systems in Ethiopia are not acceptable.
According to Oluma, the Ethiopian
People’s Revolutionary Democratic
Front seized control of Ethiopia in
1991, decentralized the education system and created ethnic federalism, the
separation of geographical areas based
on ethnicity.
According to Wolde-Semayat, within the past few years, Ethiopia’s educational system has gone bacicward 20
years because of government policies.
He said that more than 15 million
children who should be in school are
not because the Ethiopian government does not promote education.
Nine years ago the government modified the educational system and
stopped school at grade 10.
According to Wolde-Semayat,
253,000 students couldn’t attend
school last year because only 10,000
were allowed to enroll.
According to Tseday Alehegn, an
Ethiopian national and Stanford
graduate who is currently a member of
Amnesty International, said there is
one major university and 10 smaller
vocational colleges in all of Ethiopia.
"The education policy is a national
policy," Alehegn said.
Wolde-Semayat said that all high
school principals in Ethiopia are government officials who were appointed
based on their political affiliation rather
than their experience as educators.
Teachers are not allowed to discuss
math, he said, because the government
thinks they may be conspiring against
them.

Wolde-Semayat’s involvement in the
Ethiopian Teachers Association led
government officials to that very conclusion, which led Wolde-Semayat
directly to prison.
Wolde-Semayat referred to the
Ethiopian government as "pathological liars" who create vocational schools

should not acknowledge a government
that doesn’t support equal rights.
"I will speak out against the violation
of human rights. We want unity
among people.
Members of the current ruling party
are actually minorities in Ethiopia,
Wolde-Semayat said, and they are

When he discovered that Amnesty get that the other three fingers are
International was fighting for his pointing at themselves."
Wolde-Semayat said he wants
release, he said his morale was boosted.
During the holidays, Wolde- Ethiopian students abroad to tell hirn
Semayat said he received thousands of what he should bring back to the eduencouraging letters, and it took two cation system in their native country
cars to deliver the almost 10,000 and thinks that an international camChristmas cards he received one year. paign for the promotion of education
While in prison, Wolde-Semayat in Ethiopia could draw attention to
said that he helped educate govern- what he considers a crisis.
"We need training programs and
ment officials who were also imprisoned. These officials were the very better education starting vnth kinderpeople that put him in prison, but garten," he said. "We have the responWolde-Semayat said he did not see sibility to produce a harmonious society."
them as the enemy.
The organizers of the event,
"I went in to prison a teacher and
came out a teacher," he said. "You Ethiopians Discussion Forum, the
must respect ,j7ople for other people SJSU Ethiopian Students Association
and Radio Ethiopia, hailed it a success.
to respect you.
"Dr. Taye discussed a number of
According to Wolde-Semayat, 12
percent of the uneducated world lives issues," said Tadesse Kassa, the
in Ethiopia. If the country continues Ethiopians Discussion Forum organTaye Wolde-Semayat,
this dovmward spiral, he warns that izer. "It’s important to recognize that
another Rwanda may be the end result. our govemment is killing our educaformer Ethiopian political prisoner
He said that violence breeds violence tion and our socioeconomic form. It’s
and the people of Ethiopia must "not darnaging to all aspects of the country,
allow a sinful government to stay in but, hopefully, if we continue in this
direction, change is on the horizon."
that are too far away and too expensive attempting to dominate by creating power."
small faction states.
Bersabeh Beyene, president of the
for students to attend.
Wolde-Semayat compared the cur"If you want to be in front," Wolde- rent Ethiopian government to the SJSU Ethiopian Students Association,
Recently, a school publicized it’s success and celebrated it’s one-year Semayat said, "you must destruct the openly communist regime headed by said she was happy with the tumout
Mengistu. During his rule, which and that "a lot of great ideas Were
anniversary. But in reality, students others. That’s what they’ve done."
During his six years in prison, came to an end in the early 1990s, exchanged."
had been turned away and the school
Wolde-Semayat spent years in solitary Mengistu enforced militant policies
Wolde-Semayat is currently on a
had never been opened, he said.
"The education budget is low and confinement, was handcuffed for that included restricting students’ tour of the United States and wants to
he
said.
months
at
a
retum
to Ethiopia, even though the
time
high,"
eicpenses
are
and
endured
what
he
rights.
Thousands
of
students
were
government
According to Alehegn, the calls "psychological torture."
killed by government officials during Ethiopian government warns of possi"In the beginning, I was scared they this period of time, and the families of ble retaliation.
European Commission recently gave
"I have only two aspirations,"
money to the Ethiopian Teachers were going to kill me. I knew they the deceased were required to pay not
Association, a donation that will killed people and I didn’t want to die," only for the release of the dead body, Wolde-Semayat said. ’That all
Ethiopian children get an education,
reportedly go toward creating a new he said. "I had to keep my sanity in but for the bullets used to kill them.
place and I realized that I had to fight
"If someone is pointing a gun at and that there is peace and democracy
education system.
you: Wolde-Semayat said, "they for- in Ethiopia."
Wolde-Semayat said that people these people."

"In the beginning, I was scared that they
were going to kill me. I knew they killed
people and I didn’t want to die. I had to
keep my sanity in place and I realized that I
had to fight these people."

DEGREES I Some students hope to change careers
continuedfrom page 1
become scarce, many who have
obtained a bachelor’s degree opted
to stay in school, she said.
Since information science is a service field, Woolls said that its students
do not only work in libraries, but
also in various businesses and corporations.
"No matter what they did, learning
how to find, use and evaluate information is an incredible tool," she said

Carol Christensen, associate dean
of the College of Applied Sciences
and Arts, expressed the same sentiment as Woolls.
She said as the employment market in Silicon Valley tightens, many
people find the technology industry
to be stressful.
"Since technology is not the core
of what we do, some students return
to school for a second degree to
change their career fields," she said.

As is inevitable with high enrollment, the lack of teaching facilities
and faculty may present certain problems.
Ibrahim, acicnowledged this fact,
and said that the graduate studies
and research department is working
closely with other departments to
accommodate the rise in graduate
student enrollment.
"This is not surprising, due to unemployment," he said. "Returning students

who used to take one or two classes a
semester now enroll in four to five."
Besides the economic downturn,
Ibrahim also credited the enrollment increase to the recruitment
work that his department did last
year.
"Instead of recruiting students for
popular graduate programs, we try
to look at programs with an unused
capacity and try to populate those by
targeting a niche market," he said.

exhibitions through Fticlay. The
exhibition will run from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. in the art and Industrial
Studies buildine. For more information contact Bill or Nicole at
924-4330.

KSJS presents Tuneful Tuesdays-Hank Lopez Community Center
Break Dancers. From noon to 1
p.m. in the Student Union
Amphitheater. For more information contact Michelle or Gabby at
924-4578.

Studies buildinp. For more information contact Bill or Nicole at
924-4330.
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continuedfrom page 1
course is practical because student,
can play out possible scenarios with
their instructors. The instructors
wear protective suits so program
participants can use their fighting
techniques without using caution.
"[The students] really like it and
it’s a more practical approach," Pak
said. "They get to use what they
learn at full f, uvo "

SPARTA GUIbE
Sparta Gtikle is provided free
of charge to student,s faculty
and staff members. The deadline for entries is noon three
working days before the
desired publication date. Entry
forms are available in the
5partan Daily Office in
Dwig_ht Bentel Hall, Room
209. -Space restrictions may
require editing of submissions.
Entries are printed in the
order in whtch they are
received.
TODAY
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be held at the
SJSU CCM Chapel located on the
comer of 10th and San Carlos
Streets next to Robert’s Bookstore.
Mass times are Mon. -Fri. 12:10
p.m. and Sunday 11 a.m. and 5
p.m. For more information contact
Sister Marcia at 938-1610.
Pride of the Pacific Islands
Pride of the Pacific Islands %vill
hold a club meeting from 5:30 p.m.
to 6:30 p.m. in the Costonoan
room in the Student Union. For
more information contact Kimberly
Sylvester at (415) 309-5719.
SJSU Career Center
The Career Center will be taking
students for drop-in appointments
from 1:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. in the
Career Center (Building F). For
more information contact the
Career Resource Center at 9246031.
sispirit.org
sispritorg will have a labyrinth set
up on the Seventh Street volleyball
court. For more information contact Chaplain Roger Wharton at
605-1687.
A.S. Campus Recreation
Adventure: hip-hop class session
one is scheduled for 7:30 p.m. in
the Event Center. For more information contact Matt McNamara at
924-6217.

TUESDAY
Nurses Christian Fellowship
The Nurses Christian Fellowship is
having a community-building event
at 11:30 a.m. in the Pacheco room
in the Student Union. For more
information contact Diane
Stegmeir at 248-2997.
SJSU Social Dance Club
The Social Dance Club will have
cha-cha lessons. Beginning lesson is
at 7 p.m. intermediate lesson begins
at 8 p.m. in SPX89. Everyone is
welcome. For more information
contact SDC at 924-SPIN, or
check www.sjsu.edu/orgs/sjsubdc.
Black Alliance for Scientists and
Engineers
The Black Alliance for Scientists
and Engineers is having its first
meeting of the semester at 7 p.m.
in the Almaden room in the
Student Union. For more information contact Christine at 924-8414.
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be held at the
SJSU CCM Chapel located on the
comer of 10th and San Carlos
streets next to Robert’s Bookstore.
Mass times are Mon. -Fri. 12:10
p.m. and Sunday 11 a.m. and 5
p.m. For more information contact
Sister Marcia at 938-1610.

A.S. Campus Recreation
Adventure group is having a bellydance class from 7:30 p.m. to 8:30
p.m. in the Event Center. For more
information, contact Matt
McNamara 924-6217.
SJSU Career Center
The Career Center’s Department of
Rehabilitation will be taking students for drop-in appointments
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the Career
Center (Building F). For more
information contact the Career
Resource Center at 924-6031.
SJSU Career Center
Work IV will be taking students for
drop-in appointments from 2 p.m.
to 4 p.m. in the Career Center
(Building F). For more information
contact the Career Resource Center
at 924-6031.
SJSU Career Center
The Career Center will be taking
students for drop-in appointments
from 1:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. in the
Career Center (Building F). For
more information contact the
Career Resource Center at 9246031.

Department of Nutrition and
Food Science
Try the latest in body fat testing:
Bioelectric Impedance. From 8 a.m.
to 9 a.m. in the Central Classroom
building, Room 221. For more
information contact Sherry
Adamski at 206-7599.
90.5 FM KSJS Ground Zero Radio

SJSU Amateur Radio Club
The amateur radio club is holding a
general meeting at 1:15 p.m. in
Engineering Room 376. For more
information contact David
Reichard at 379-5673 or e-mail
radiodavettigc.org.
School of Art and Design
The School of Art and Design will
be having student galleries and art
exhibitions through Friday. The
exhibition will run from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. in the art and Industrial

School of Art and Design
The School of Art and Design will
be having student galleries and art
receptions. The exbition will run
from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. in the art and
Industrial Studies buildine. For
more information contact Bill or
Nicole at 924-4330.
School of Art and Design
Tuesday night lecture series:
Professional film and television
producer Messdaghi will present
clips from some of his works. From
5 p.m. to 6 p.m. in Art room 133.
For more information contact Jo
Hemandez at 924-4328.
WEDNESDAY
Global Studies Institute
The Global Studies Institute is
having its monthly forum. Subject
for this month is SJSU as a global
learning community. Forum runs
from 3 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the
Provost s conference room,
Administration building, first floor.
For more information contact Dr.
Joseph Olander at 924-7197 or
924-7196.
SJSU Interfaith Service
Sjspirit.org, Catholic Campus
Ministry, Muslim student association and the Jewish Student Union
are moving their interfaith service,
’Words ofemembrance, Words of
Hope’ to the Barrett ballroom in
the Student Union from noon to 1
p.m. For more information contact
Brynne Speizer at 286-6669.
Department of Nutrition and Food
Science (weekly Tues. and Wed.)
Try the latest in body fat testing:
Bioelectric Impedance. From 8 a.m.
to 9 a.m. in the Central Classroom
Building room 221. For more
information contact Sherry

Adamski at 206-7599.
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministin
Daily Mass will be held at the
SJSU CCM Chapel located on th,
comer of 10th and San Carlos
Streets next to Robert’s Bookstore.
Mass times are Mon. -Fri. 12:10
p.m. and Sunday 11 a.m. and 5
p.m. For more information contact
Sister Marcia at 938-1610.

COM

A.S. Campus Recreation
There is a pre-trip meeting for the
rock climb weekend at 5 p.m. in
the Fireside room in the A.S.
house. For more information contact Matt McNamara at 925-6217.

Accounting Interns

Internship
Opportunities
at EMQ
in San Joie
Fa mthes come first at
FM() Founded in 1867 and a state-widr
leader where services are wrapped around
children &
We need &vent, energetic, creatIve and
meta, ated people to join the bect and
brIghtest in the field

SJSU Career Center
The Career Center will be taking
students for drop-in appointments
from 1:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. in the
Career Center (Building F). For
more information contact the
Career Resource Center at 9246031.

EMQ is looking for financial aid
eligible work study students that
want experience in accounting.
performing bank reconciliation
and ensuring internal control.
Ability to meet deadlines and
strong MS Excel skills a must.

School of Art and Design
The School of Art and Design will
be having student galleries and art
exhibitions through Friday. The
exhibition will run from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. in the art and industrial
studies buildings. For more information contact Bill or Nicole at
924-4330.
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Laws aim 79/11changed U.S. for good and bad, Californians say in poll
at better
air, water
quality
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Californians
say a lot of good and bad changes have
occurred in the United States since Sept. 11,
and many believe more terrorist attacks are
imminent with California as a likely target,
according to a Field Poll released Sunday.
Ninety percent of the voters surveyed said last
year’s terrorist attacks made Americans more
patriotic, while 82 percent said the country also
is more fearful.
Other positives included Americans becom-

Old growth trees, washing
machine water use among
legislation signed by Davis
LOS ANGELES (AP) Gov.
Gray Davis signed legislation Sunday
to improve California water and air
quality, induding protecting the public from risks associated with rocket
fuels.
Other new laws encourage the protection of old growth trees and require
the production of washing machines
that use less water.
One new law, SB1822, calls for limits on the amount of Perchlorate
allowed in ground water. The toxic
chemical is found in rocket fiiel, some
explosives and fertilizers. It can damage the thyroid gland, which regulates
the body’s metabolism.
Under the new law, state officials
must agree on the limits by January
2003 and begin enforcing them the
following year.
No other state has established
Perchlorate groundwater standards.
"I believe this is evidence of our
efforts to improve water quality in
this state and to improve California’s
drinking water," Davis said in a conference call with reporters.
The law will also help companies
that use perchlorate to know what
protective measures they need to take,
said the bill’s author, state Sen. Byron
Sher, D-Palo Alto.
A second law, SB812, creates a forest carbon registry that could one day
enable landowners to receive credits
for reducing greenhouse gasses.
Under the law, companies and private
landowners may voluntarily register
forest projects that can be shown to
reduce green house gasses such as carbon dioxide.
The law complements another voluntary registry that lets companies
register the quantity of their greenhouse gas emissions with state
authorities. State officials hope companies will be able to use the registries
in the future to show whether they
have reduced their emissions.
Sher, who also authored the forestry
law, said it will encoprage timber
companies air! forest owrisrs .tc)..ptotect old-growtg trees such as the
Sequoias and to replant trees.
Davis signed four other environmental bills into law Sunday, including AB61, which requires the creation
of stricter water efficiency standards
for residential washing machines by
2004. A similar law exists for commercial washers.
Under SB1808, the Office of
Planning and Research is required to
report annually on the status of the
state’s environmental goals and policies. Another law, AB71, revises
training procedures for small wastewater facilities. Finally, AB1393 seeks
to make water boards more efficient
by permitting broader discussions in
prehearing conferences.

Motorist delivers
story directly to
newspaper editor
STOCKTON (AP) A Stockton
man crashed a Cadillac into the local
newspaper, tearing a hole in the wall
and flinging rubble across the office of
the editor in chief
Police arrested Johnny Mariano
Arong, 34, on suspicion of possession
of a controlled substance for sale,
driving under the influence, resisting
arrest and violating parole.
Police said Arong was speeding
around 1 a.m. Saturday, ran several
traffic lights, and then ran into a traffic light and The Record’s building.
The car crashed through granite
slabs on the outside of the building
and disintegrated drywall, but didn t
make it all the way through horizontal steel bars, said copy editor Frankie
Borem.
No one was in that area of the building when it was hit, but this is at least
the third time someone has crashed
into that portion of the building in
the last four years, Borem said.
People tend to speed past the building located in downtown Stockton,
Borem said.
Editor Jim Gold has moved to an
unoccupied office in the building.
Production was not slowed down.
1, 1, 1,1,

1, 1,
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ly-oriented and more secure. The negatives
included the country being less tolerant, more
belligerent in its foreign policy, less optimistic
and less democratic.
Eighty-three percent of those questioned this
September said they believe more attacks are
likely to occur somewhere in the United States.
Of those asked whether they believe California
is a likely target, 66 percent said yes.
Californians surveyed said positive work has

WASHINGTON (AP) Sadd.,in
Hussein is aggressively seeking
nuclear and biological weapons and
the "the United States may well
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP)
Iraq
become the target* of an attack, Vice
denied reports it is trying to collect
President Dick Cheney said Sunday
material
for
nuclear
weapons
and
as the Bush administration pressed its
building up sites once targeted by
case for toppling the Iraqi leader.
U.N. inspectors, saying Sunday the
Cheney and top administration
claims were lies spread by the
officials took to the Sunday talk
United States and Britain to justify
shows as part of President Bush’s
an attack.
effort to convince the public,
The denial came as President
Congress and other countries that
Bush has begun taking his case for
action against Saddam is urgently
possible military action against Iraq
needed. The officials cited the Sept.
to his allies, meeting the day before
11 attacks in malting the case that the
with British Prime Minister Blair at
world cannot wait to find out
Camp David and preparing to
whether the Iraqi president has
weapons of mass destruction.
"The problem here is that there will gence gathered over the past 12
always be some uncertainty about months to 14 months, said Saddam
how quickly he can acquire nuclear has the technical expertise and
weapons. But we don t what the designs for a nuclear weapon, and has
smoking gun to be a mushroom been seeking a type of aluminum tube
cloud," national security adviser needed to enrich uranium for a
Condoleezza Rice told CNN’s "Late weapon. The tubes have been interEdition."
cepted through one known channel,
"How long are we going to wait to Cheney said.
deal with what is clearly a gathering
"We know we have a part of the picthreat against the United States, ture and that part of the picture tells
against our allies and against his own us that he is in fact actively and
region?"
aggressively seeking to acquire
Added Defense Secretary Donald nuclear weapons," Cheney said.
H. Rumsfeld on CBS’s "Face the
Cheney said he did not know for
Nation": "Imagine, a September 11 sure whether Saddam already has a
with weapons of mass destruction. nuclear weapon. Gen. Richard
It’s not 3,000; it’s tens of thousands of Myers, chairman of the Joint Chiefs
innocent men, women and children," of Staff, said he did not think so.
Cheney said on NBC’s "Meet the
Bush will address the United
Press" that the United States is justi- Nations on Thursday to build his case
fied in striking any country it believes for action against Iraq. But Secretary
is planning an attack against of State Colin Powell said whatever
America, applying the Bush adminis- the United Nations decides, Bush
tration’s new foreign policy doctrine will reserve the right to go it alone
on pre-emptive military action to against Iraq.
Iraq.
"The president will retain all of his
Cheney, citing unspecified intelli- authority and options to act in a way

Nuclear weapon search denied
deliver a key speech at the United
Nations this week.
strongest voice in
Blair the
support of Bush amid much
European criticism said Sunday
he believed that those opposed to
action would change their minds
after seeing evidence of the threat
that Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein
allegedly poses.
Blair told Sky news television that
critics are asking "sensible questions," but said they "can be convinced if they see the evidence."
that may be appropriate for us to act
unilaterally to defend ourselves,"
Powell said on "Fox News Sunday."
Bush outlined a new doctrine in
June warning he will take "pre-emptive action, when necessary, to defend
our liberty and to defend our lives."
He mentioned no specific nations at
the time. On Sunday, Cheney pointed a finger directly at Iraq.
Critics, some of them in countries
allied with the United States, have
questioned whether military action to
achieve the U.S. government’s goal of
overthrowing Saddam Hussein from
power is legal under international
law.
Asked about the criticism, Cheney
said in the case of Iraq, such action is
justified.
"If we have reason to believe someone is preparing an attack against the
U.S., has developed that capability,
harbors those aspirations, then I
think the U.S. is justified in dealing
with that, if necessary, by military
force," Cheney said.
Powell added, "When you can

South= Baptist ckuivention-carigregation, pastor
David McKinley urged worshippers to overcome their bitterness
"to do justly, to live with mercy and to walk humbly with your
God."
He also asked them to pray for America’s leaders and show
support for police, firefighters and other emergency workers
whom he called "real heroes."
"You can stand up and prove we are a nation under God,"
Mc Ki nley said.
’The Madison, Tenn., Church of Christ posted a sign that read
"Honor Our Heroes" and draped a giant U.S. flag behind the
pulpit. The more than 1,000 worshippers sang "God Bless
America," and Nashville Police Sgt. Terry Ashley, wearing his
uniform, led the congregation in prayer.
"For our country, Lord, we ask you to surround us with your
angels, to protect us and keep us safe from those who would
wish to see us fall," he said. "Build us up and keep us strong in
those Christian principles that made us a great nation."
=Giber

Assuciatrd Press
Clergy nationwide sought to draw moral lessons from tragedy
and comfort churchgoers during the Sunday services before
Sept. 11.
A Texas pastor urged congregants to let go of their anger over
the terrorist attacks and "live with mercy." The nation’s top
Mormon official said the devastation was a reminder to cherish
life. Several preachers urged Americans to pray for the nation as
the war continued.
Roman Catholic Cardinal William Keeler of Baltimore,
spealcing to students and families at the College of Notre Dame
of Maryland, noted the victims were from many economic,
social and religious backgrounds.
"They were American. ’They were you and me and all of us,
and our hearts were profoundly troubled by what happened on
that day," Keeler said.
At Prestonwood Baptist Church in Plano, Texas, a 22,000-

DUBAI, United Arab Emirates
Al-Qaida considered
(AP)
striking U.S. nuclear facilities in
the Sept. 11 attacks and hasn’t
ruled out nuclear attacks in the
future, an Arab television reporter
who interviewed two plotters of
the terror attacks said Sunday.
Yosri Fouda, correspondent for
the satellite station Al-Jazeera,
told the Associated Press that he
was taken, blindfolded, to a secret
Pakistan locationto meet Khalid
Shaikh Mohammed and Ramzi
Binalshibh in a June interview
arranged by al-Qaida operatives.
Fouda said he waited until now
to air the audiotaped interview
it is scheduled to run Thursday on
al-Jazeera because he wanted to
include it in a documentary marking the annivrrsa ,y of the attacks.
A videotape of al-Qaida leader
Osama bin Laden released by U.S.
officials in December for many
established al-Qaida’s responsibility for Sept. 11. Fouda said
Mohammed and Binalshibh spell
out the link even more clearly.
U.S. officials regard Mohammed
as a top al-Qaida leader and
believe he is still planning attacks
against U.S. interests. U.S. officials
say Binalshibh was a member of a
Hamburg-based cell led by
Mohammed Atta, the suspected
lead hijacker on Sept. 11.
"I am the head of the al-Qaida
military committee and Ramzi
(Binalshibh) is the coordinator of
the "Holy Tuesday’ operation,"
Fouda quoted Mohammed as saying. Sept. 11, 2001, fell on a
Tuesday.

...Thercsa-Mc.L.lermott, who. attawded services at the kWh.Family Church in Chicago, said she hoped Americans would
think about a peaceful response to terrorism while remembering
the attacks.
"We have to be reconcilers and think how can we do away with
some of this hatred," she said.
In Utah, Gordon B. Hincldey, president of the Church ofJesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints, released a statement in advance of
Mormon memorial events scheduled for Wednesday. He said
the United States remained "shocked and dismayed at the
infamy of the cowardly attacks," but continued to respond with
great resolve.
"From the smoke and ashes of New York, Washington, D.C.
and Pennsylvania has arisen a greater sense of unity and purpose
in ridding the earth of evil and providing for the freedom and
security of all people," Hincldey said. "Occasions of this lcind
pull us up sharply to a realization that life is fragile, peace is
fragile, civilization itself is fragile."

Study finds 40 drug errors daily in hospitals
CHICAGO (AP) Nlorc than 40
potentially harmful drug errors daily
were found on average in hospitals in
a new study, yet another report on a
worrisome problem regulators are
worlcing to remedy.
The most common errors were giving hospitalized patients medication
at the wrong time or not at all,
researchers found in a study of 36 hospitals and nursing homes in Colorado
and Georgia.
Errors occurred in nearly one of five
doses in a typical, 300-bed hospital,
which translates to about two errors
per patient daily. Seven percent of the
errors were considered potentially
harmful.
’The study, which did not evaluate
death or injury rates, is published in
Sept. 9th’s Archives of Internal
Medicine. It is based on data collected
in 1999.
The rates are similar to those in
other reports on drug errors, but the
new study highlights a specific point
in the process of getting a drug to a
patient: ’administering errors" made
by nurses or other hospital staffers
after a doctor has properly prescribed
a drug.
Other studies focused on culler
steps, such as doctors prescribing the
wrong drug, or pharmacists incorrectly reading a doctor’s messy handwrit-

mg.

’It’s a major problem, not a minor
problem, and it doesn’t lend itself to
an easy solution," said researcher
Kenneth Barker, an Auburn
University professor of pharmacy care
systems.
Barker and colleagues evaluated hospitals accredited by the Joint
Commission on Accreditation of
Healthcare Organizations, nonaccredited hospitals and nursing facilities.
Error rates were similar, regardless of
whether an institution was accredited.
The researchers said their findings
support implications in a highly publicized 1999 Institute of Medicine
report suggesting that the nation’s
hospitals have "major systems problems." The 10M report said medical
errors contribute to more than I mil-

lion injuries and op to 98,000 deaths
annually.
Health care workers trained for the
new study were sent on -site and
recorded errors during 81 days of
observation. Potentially harmful errors
included overdoses and instances
when nurses failed to give patients
prescribed medication.
The study follows the Joint
Commissions recent announcement
of six safety standards it will require
starting in January to reduce medical
errors. The hospital regulatory agency
accredits most of the nation’s 6,000
hospitals.
The new standards include demanding better methods of preventing drug
errors, and hospitals that don’t measure up could risk losing accreditation
and federal money.
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intercept a terrorist act that is heading your way or you can deal with a
regime or a situation before it comes
to a crisis level and threatens you,
then it is an option that you should
keep in mind and on the table."
Iraq’s vice president denied Sunday
that his country is trying to collect
nuclear material or building up sites
that U.N. weapons inspectors used to
visit. Taha Yassin Ramadan, speaking
to reporters in Baghdad, charged that
the United States and Britain are
seelcing an excuse to attack Iraq.
"They are telling lies and lies to
make others believe them," Ramadan
said.
Bush administration officials
expressed deep skepticism about giving Saddam another chance to open
up his country to U.N. weapons
inspectors. Officials say Bush is considering giving Saddam a last-ditch
deadline on weapons inspectors.
"The issue is not inspectors or
inspections. That is a tool," Powell
said. "Disarmament is the issue. And
we will stay focused on that, and we
believe that regime change is the
surest way to make sure that it’s disarmed."
Cheney said that if the United
States led an attack on Iraq,
American forces would have to stay
there for a prolonged period afterward to ensure "we stood up a new
government and helped the Iraqi
people decide how they want to govern themselves until there was a
peaceful stability."
War could be very costly, he said.
But, he added, "The danger of an
attack against the U.S. by someone
with the weapons that Saddam
Hussein now possesses or is acquiring
is far more costly than what it would
cost us to go deal with this problem."

TV reporter:
plotters ruled
out n -attacks

Pastors recall 9/11 toll during Sunday worship, find solace in faith

FOOD TO GO

I

Californhins also wen: soilievildi pleased
with the job the media has done in reporting
about potential terrorist threats. Forty-one percent of those polled statewide said the media is
striking the right balance, while 36 percent said
the press is scaring the public by reporting too
much. Nineteen percent the media are not
reporting enough.
The telephone survey was conducted from
Aug. 23 to Sept. 3 with 507 registered voters.
The survey has a 4.5 percent margin of error.

Cheney intensifies Iraq alert
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some areas, while improvements are still needed elsewhere.
Forty-one percent said a lot has been done to
help airline security and 38 percent said military capabilities have improved a lot.
Conversely, only 12 percent said the nation has
prepared a lot for computer security from
cyber-attacks and 19 percent said they believe a
lot had been done to stockpile emergency
antibiotics and pharmaceuticals.
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of the Crime Blotter will be from
Friday to Friday. The actual media log
is available to the general public at
the UPD Communications Center 24

08/30/02
MEDICAL 2:08 p.m. Location: DWIGHT
BENTEL HALL Summary: A REPORT WAS
TAKEN FOR MEDICAL AID.

09/01/02
ALCOHOL
12:14 a.m. Location: SEVENTH/KEYES Summary: ONE PERSON WAS
ARRESTED FOR BEING DRUNK IN PUBLIC.

TENTH/SAN SALVADOR Summary: SUBJECT WAS CITED AND RELEASED FOR
DRIVING WITHOUT A VALID DRIVERS
LICENSE. VEHICLE WAS TOWED.

BURGLARY
3:02
p.m.
Location:
FOURTH STREET GARAGE. Summary: A
REPORT WAS TAKEN FOR THE THEFT OF
A CAR STEREO FROM A LOCKED CAR IN
FOURTH STREET GARAGE.

DISTURBANCE 9:35 a.m. Location:
UCHIDA HALL Summary: SUBJECT WAS
CITED AND RELEASED FOR LODGING ON
CAMPUS.

09/03/02
INCIDENT 7:22 a.m. Location: SAN
JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY Summary: A
LOST PROPERTY REPORT WAS TAKEN
FOR A LOST POLICE BADGE

INCIDENT 5:36 p.m. Location: SEVENTH/SAN SALVADOR. Summary: AN
INCIDENT
REPORT
WAS
TAKEN
REGARDING A STUDENT RECEIVING
MISLEADING E -MAILS.
DRUGS 9:55 p.m. Location: JOE WEST
HALL. Summary: ONE SUBJECT, TVVO
JUVENILES WERE CITED AND RELEASED
FOR POSSESSION OF MARIJUANA.
08/31/02
DRUNK DRIVING 2:18 a.m. Location:
TENTH/SAN SALVADOR. Summary: SUBJECT WAS ARRESTED FOR DRIVING
UNDER THE INFLUENCE.
MISSING PERSON 9:14 a.m. Location:
WASHBURN HALL Summary: A REPORT
WAS TAKEN FOR A MISSING PERSON
WHO WAS LATER FOUND.
VEHICLE 5:28 p.m. Location: HUMBOLDT LOT Summary: A REPORT WAS
TAKEN FOR SOMEONE TAMPERING
WITH A VEHICLE AT HUMEiOLDT LOT.
TRAFFIC
8:11
p.m.
Location:
TENTH/SAN ANTONIO Summary: SUBJECT WAS CITED AND RELEASED FOR
DRIVING WITHOUT A LICENSE, VEHICLE
WAS TOWED
VEHICLE STOP 11:02 p.m. Location:
ELEVENTH/KEYES Summary: SUBJECT
WAS CITED AND RELEASED FOR DRIVING
ON AN EXPIRED LICENSE, VEHICLE WAS
TOWED FOR EXPIRED REGISTRATION.

TRAFFIC
10:56
a.m.
FOURTHNVILLIAM Summary:
WAS CITED AND RELEASED
VING WITHOUT A DRIVER’S
VEHICLE WAS TOWED.

Location:
SUBJECT
FOR DRILICENSE.

BATTERY 10:36 p.m. Location: TENTH
STREET
Summary:
SUBJECT
WAS
ARRESTED FOR BATTERY AND AN OUTSTANDING MISDEMEANOR WARRANT.
DRUGS 11:11 p.m. Location: JOE WEST
HALL Summary: A REPORT WAS TAKEN
FOR POSSESSION OF MARIJUANA AND
TAMPERING WITH FIRE EQUIPMENT.
BATTERY 2:59 a.m. Location: FRATERNITY/SORORITY HOMES Summary: SUBJECT WAS ARRESTED FOR BATTERY.
09/02/02
ALCOHOL 3:03 a.m. Location: SEVENTH STREET PLAZA Summary: SUBJECT WAS ARRESTED FOR BEING DRUNK
IN PUBLIC AND WAS TAKEN TO THE
SOBERING STATION.
ALCOHOL 4:23 a.m. Location: SEVENTH STREET GARAGE Summary: SUBJECT WAS ARRESTED FOR BEING DRUNK
IN PUBLIC.
ALCOHOL 9:13 p.m. Location: 10th
STREET GARAGE Summary: TVVO SUBJECTS WERE CITED FOR A MINOR IN POSSESSION OF ALCOHOL. ONE WAS CITED
FOR FURNISHING ALCOHOL TO A MINOR.
TRAFFIC

11:55

p.m.

Location:

INCIDENT 9:20 a.m. Summary: A
REPORT WAS TAKEN FOR A LOST PARKING PERMIT.
THEFT 9:39 a.m. Location: 10th STREET
GARAGE Summary: A REPORT WAS
TAKEN FOR A STOLEN PARKING PERMIT.
INCIDENT 11:16 a.m. Location: HEALTH
BUILDING Summary: AN INCIDENT
REPORT WAS TAKEN FOR DOCUMENTATION OF PHONE CALLS REGARDING
CHILD CUSTODY MATTERS

hours a day, seven days a week. UPD is
restricted by law from including certain items in the media log and the
UPD dispatcher on duty will not provide any information not previously
included in the media log. If you have
questions, comments or concerns
regarding the UPD Crime Blotter or

any other portion of the UPD
Newsgroup, please feel free to contact Captain Bruce Lowe by telephone
(408)
924-2240
or
email
at
loweb@sjsu.edu.
You can have the UPD Weekly Crime
Blotter sent to you by email by subscribing to the UPD News Group.

ACCIDENT NO INJURY 7:56 a.m.
Location: SEVENTH STREET GARAGE
Summary: A REPORT WAS TAKEN FOR A
NON -INJURY ACCIDENT THAT OCCURED
IN THE SEVENTH STREET GARAGE.

09/05/02
DRUGS 2:45 p.m. Location. ENGINEERING Summary: SUBJECT WAS ARRESTED
FOR HEALTH AND SAFETY CODE 11359.

MEDICAL 8:17 a.m. Location: SEVENTH/MARGARET Summary: A REPORT
WAS TAKEN FOR A MEDICAL AID.

TRAFFIC 5:17 p.m. Location: SEVENT
STREET GARAGE Summary: A REPORT
WAS TAKEN FOR A VEHICLE THAT WAS
HIT IN SOUTH GARAGE WHILE PARKED.

INCIDENT 8:58 a.m. Location: SEVENTH/SAN SALVADOR Summary: A
REPORT WAS TAKEN FOR A LOST PARKING PERMIT.

INCIDENT 5:24 p.m. Location: FOURTH
STREET GARAGE Summary: A REPORT
WAS TAKEN FOR A CELL PHONE LOST IN
WEST GARAGE.

INCIDENT 9:01 a.m. Location: MACQUARRIE HALL Summary: SUBJECT WAS
SERVED WITH AN ORDER REMOVING
CONSENT TO REMAIN ON CAMPUS.

MEDICAL 7:01 p.m. Location: STUDENT
UNION Summary: REPORT TAKEN FOR A
MEDICAL AID AT THE STUDENT UNION,
SUBJECT TRANSPORTED TO SAN JOSE
EMERGENCY ROOM.

ACCIDENT NO INJURY 9:52 a.m.
Location: SEVENTH STREET GARAGE
Summary: A REPORT WAS TAKEN FOR A
NON -INJURY ACCIDENT IN SOUTH
GARAGE.

ANNOYING PHONE CALL 3:03 p.m.
Location: ROYCE HALL Summary: A
REPORT WAS TAKEN FOR OBSENE
PHONE CALLS.

INCIDEN
1:02
p.m.
Location:
SIXTH/SAN SALVADOR Summary: A
REPORT WAS TAKEN FOR AN INCIDENT
REGARDING A REPORT OF A THEFT
FROM THE 7- ELEVEN STORE.

INCIDENT 8:24 p.m.
Location:
SWEENEY HALL Summary: A REPORT
WAS TAKEN FOR A FOUND BICYCLE.

STOLEN VEHICLE 2:55 p.m. Location:
SEVENTH STREET GARAGE Summary: A
REPORT WAS TAKEN FOR A VEHICLE
THAT WAS STOLEN OUT OF SOUTH
GARAGE.

TRAFFIC 8:34 p.m. Location: FOURTH
STREET GARAGE Summary: A REPORT
WAS TAKEN FOR A NON -INJURY HIT
AND RUN AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT.

INCIDENT 4:08 p.m. Location: SEVENTH/SAN SALVADOR Summary: A
REPORT WAS TAKEN FOR A LOST PERMIT.

VANDALISM 9:35
p.m.
Location:
HOOVER HALL Summary: A REPORT WAS
TAKEN FOR VANDALISM OF A WINDOW.

BICYCLE 7:53 p.m. Location: 10th
STREET GARAGE Summary: BICYCLE
IMPOUNDED FOR BEING IMPROPERLY
SECURED TO A HANDRAIL AT THE
NORTH GARAGE BICYCLE

09/04/02
ACCIDENT NO INJURY 7:20 a.m.
Location: SEVENTH STREET GARAGE
Summary: A REPORT WAS TAKEN FOR A
NON -INJURY ACCIDENT THAT OCCURED
IN THE SOUTH GARAGE.

EMPLOYMENT
General
TUTORS WANTED tor 7th/8th
grade AVID program 12 05-1 15
Tue Thur Fri $17 hr Call Anne
(408) 535-6277 x 412
THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY
is currently hiring part-time
servers (21 or older) No
experience required Must be
available evennis & weekends
Please apply in person
2 00 - 4 00pm , Mon thru Thu
at 51 N San Pedro. San Jose
WAREHOUSE POSITION
Available Monday - Friday
Parffull Time 10am to 7pm
Detail oriented order puller
$8 00 per hour
Work for a company that
truly appreciates its staff
Apply in person
Monday -Friday 8am to 5pm
1404 S. 7th St San Jose
Corner of 7th & Alma
PHYSICAL THERAPY- Need a
FT Physical Therapist to work
for an excellent company in
Salinas Graduates welcome,
Excellent opportunity tor growth
and advancement $20/hr Call
Elizabeth at 310-84243442 or email
physicianetwork Otani com
THEATER, MANNERS and
DANCE INSTRUCTORS for
children Theater and Manners
training provided 1-7 hours per
week Up to $25 00 per hour
Must have experience working
with children Must have car
Call Carol - 408/265-5096 or tax
resume to 408/265-8342 or e-mail
to Carolromodtheaterfun com

PART TIME SHIPPING CLERK
in Sunnyvale - Internet Company
Music CDs DVDs and Videos
Call 408-985-7703
Earn Extra Money PART TIME
selling locally Send resume with
cover letter to Edge Distribution
PO Box 962 Rogue River. OR
97537-0962

FOOD SERVICE / ESPRESSO
BAR / HOST PT avail All shifts
Busy restaurant in Sunnyvale
$10 00-$10.25 to start Call Wendy
Olt (408) 733-9331 or 733-9446
RECEPTIONIST/ OPTOMETRY
Asst Part-time. excellent people
skills a must. good career
starter. will train. no experience
necessary 408-956-0731

ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL
Student Friendly - Will Train
All Shifts Open - Grave Bonus help needed for small exclusive
shop and kennel PT. Tues-Sat
408-247- 4827
Must be reliable. honest. able to
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS! do physical work Prefer exp
Local valet company in search working w/ dogs. but will train
of enthusiastic and energetic Great oppty for dog lover Can
individuals to work at nearby FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or
malls. hotels & private events. Call 371-9115
FT/PT available We will work
IMMEDIATE OPENING
around your busy school
PLAYMATE
schedule Must have clean
DMV Lots of fun & earn good ’BIG BROTHER’ or ’BIG SISTER’
Work with 8 year old boy in Los
money Call 408-867-7275
Gatos Must be kind. fun. patient.
RAPIDLY EXPANDING Nat’l athletic creative energetic
Health & Nutrition mktg firm MUST HAVE CAR & XLNT
seeking mobs/. indiv to assist in REFERENCES working with
area dev’t Training provided CHILDREN. SPECTACULAR
Flex hrs 408-382-1300
SALARY & HOURS. Will work
around school schedule Please
CAMPUS INSURANCE SERVICE call Shari 408-294-2712 or
is seeking a part-time clerical Fax resume to 408-356-9551
person Duties include heavy
filing & working with the mail
*SERVERS* COCKTAILERS
No typing skills are required A
SECURITY
good command of the English
SOUTH FIRST BILLIARDS
language. both written & oral. is
Apply in Person
required Flexible hours. based
42C S First St San Jose
on your schedule. however 20-25
hours a week is req $8 00/hr RECEPTIONIST, M-F Mimed
Call Leah at 408-296-5270 to opening 2-6pm $9 00 to start
Call Randy 4z) 768-0566
schedule an interview

VALET PARKERS
Part-time,
evenings & weekends in Los
Gatos and Saratoga Must be
neat in appearance with good
customer service skills Must be
able to drive a 5 speed and
have a valid CDL Immediate
opening & flexible schedules
tips
available Earn $7-$8Thr
Please call 408-364-0240
Golden Gate Valet
P/T, UP TO 14.95/HR preparing
mailings Serious apply No
selling Call (626) 821-4035
BARTENDER Trainees Needed
$250day potential Local posthons
1-800-293-3985 ext 559.

EMPLOYMENT
Childcare
CHILDCARE FOR 3 CHILDREN.
1 w’ special needs Psych or
Special Ed students preferred
25-30 hrs/wk 5560/mo, PLUS
room & board. Call 926-3944
IMMEDIATE OPENING
PLAYMATE
’BIG BROTHER’ 01 ’BIG SISTER’
Work wrth 8 year old boy in Los
Gatos Must be kind, fun, patient.
athletic. creative, energetic
MUST HAVE CAR 8, XLNT
REFERENCES working with
CHILDREN. SPECTACULAR
SALARY & HOURS. Will work
around school schedule Please
call Shari 408-294-2712 or
Fax resume to 408-356-9551

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
r3n3osal ihis–ii

iisd sizis211
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EMPLOYMENT
Education/Schools

SNAREDNOUSING

WORD PROCESSING

INSTRUCTION

SERVICES

SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
APPLICANTS WANTED to (includes cosmetic) $69 00 per
study Part IV of The Urantia year Save 30% - 60% For into
Book Earn $25.000 for details
call 1-800-655-3225 Or
visit www eventodaward com
www studentdental com or
www goldenwestdental com

tra radb

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
mailing our circulars Free

nformation Call 203-683-0258
Certain edvertlsements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or eddresses for
information
addltionI
Classified readers should be
reminded that. when making
these further contacts. they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services
In addition. readers should
carefully investigate aff firms
offering employment listings
or coupon for discount
vocations or merchend se.

FRAUD 9:36 a.m. Location: JOE WEST
HALL Summary: A REPORT WAS TAKEN
FOR AN INCIDENT IN JOE WEST HALL.

ACROSS
Competent
Small jobs
Piummei
QR - Tarkenton
Tornalo jolly
167 Xi; wsword
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F ive
Four
One
Two
Three
Days Days
Days
Day
Days
$9
$11
$13
3 lines
$5
$7
Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS;
20 . consecutive issues receive 10% off
40 consecutive issues receive 296 oft
50 . consecutive issues receive 256 off
Local rates apply to Santa Clara County advertisers
and SaSU students. staff & faculty
First line in bold for 110 extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per
ad charge of $3 per word

Please check

32
W

Address

one classification:

( rty Stele

Decode

;eerie

Send check or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente’ Hall. Room 209
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid III No retunds on canceled ads
Rates for consecutive publication dates only
W OUESTIONS7 CALL (408)924-32’77

Lost and Found*
Announcements
Campus Clubs
Greek Messages
Events
Volunteers
For Sale
Electronics
Wanted
Employment
Opportunities

Rental Housing
_ Shared Housing
_Real Estate
_Services
Health,Beauty
_Sports/Thnits
_Insurance
_Entertainment
Travel
_Tutonng
Word Processing

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25. OFF - Rate applies to private party ads only. no discount for other persons or businesses
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm STUDENT ID REQUIRED
* Lost & Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus community
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PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

1
5
10
14
15

, iri

PART-TIME CLERICAL,
Afternoons Flexible reliable
person with good phone manner
Fax resume to 408-360-0890
NEW JUICE/COFFEE SHOP
next to SJSU needs few parttime help Flex hrs No exp nec
Will Train Call 408-680-3339

MEDICAL
5:04 a.m. Location: JOE
WEST HALL Summary: REPORT TAKEN
FOR A MEDICAL AID AT JOE WEST HALL,
SUBJECT WAS TRANSPORTED TO SAN
JOSE EMERGENCY ROOM

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

FOR NATIONAI. / AGENUI. RATES (All 408-924-3277

53 ir3mIdrynicin

ALCOHOL 1:26 a.m. Location: ROYCE
HALL Summary: SUBJECT WAS CITED
AND RELEASED FOR MINOR IN POSSESSION OF ALCOHOL.

RENTALHOUSING

ONE BEDROOM ONE BATH
305 N 11th St x Julian. W.D.R.
TEACHERS / INSTRUCTORS Basement. carport $800/month.
P/T instructors elem schools No pets 408-274-9615. Bob
Degree/Cred NOT Required Basso. agent RJ Property.
Oppty for teaching exp Need car
VM 408-287-4170 x 408 ErEAAE NEWLY REMODELED - MOVE
IN BONUS. Large 2 bdrm 2 bath
apt 2 blocks from SJSU Parking
TEACHERS, SUBS
water/trash paid.wash/ dry
avail,
and
on stle Well managed student
RECREATION LEADERS
bldg
Also.
3 bdrm/2 ba $1.175
Enjoy working with kids -2 Join
the team at Small World and up 408-378-1409
Schools. get great experience
WORKING WITH CHILDREN
AGES 5-12 years in our before
and atter school rec programs SHARED HOUSING w/2 girls,
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS very nce 4/2, Cambrian area.
offers competitve pay. health W/D. Spa. Large yard. $700 1/4
benefits for 30 r- hrs. excellent Util Call Nicole at 408-210-C/583.
training. and a tun work environment We can often offer flexible
hours around your school
schedule This is a great lob
PROFESSIONAL
for both men and women
WORD PROCESSING
Call 408-283-9200, ext. 10 or
Fax resume to 408-283-9201. Have your theses, term papers.
group proiects. etc professionally typed APA a specialty
Experienced & dependable
Almaden/Branham area Call
BECOME A PILOT!
Linda for an appointment at
Learn how to fly
(4081 264-4504
For info call 408-655-1760

WANTED

09/06/02
OTHER 12:16 p.m. Location: SPARTAN
STADIUM Summary: SUBJECT WAS
ARRESTED FOR FAILURE TO REGISTER
AS A SEX OFFENDER.

PHN: 408-924-3277
FAX: 408-924-3282
classified@jmc.sjsu.edu

CUASSIFIEDS
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and otferings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.

BURGLARY 7:01 p.m. Location: DUDLEY MOORHEAD HALL Summary:
REPORT TAKEN FOR A VENDING
MACHINE VANDALIZED IN DUDLEY
MOORHEAD HALL
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UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON 34, SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY 10

FOOTBALL I
continuedfrom page I
things to happen to us in the beginning of the game and responding as if
we were almost in a little bit of shock?
Pickett threw touchdown passcs of
22 yards to Wilbur Hooks and 21
yards to wide receiver Reggie
VVilliams.
Pickett then hooked up with
Williams on an 89-yard sconng play
early in the fourth quarter, with
Williams doing most of the work. He
caught a short pass on the Washington

SJSUfalls after allowing 34 unanswered points in second haf

20-yard line, broke to the outside and
sprinted down the right sideline to put
Washington ahead 24-10.
It was the longest touchdown pass
play in Washington’s history.
Neuheisel complained this week that
Williams wasn’t in his best physical
shape because of a foot injury that cost
him practice time in the Huskies’ fall.
drills.
"Anybody who thinks I was tired will
think differently now," Williams said,
feigning anger at his coach. "I just hit
the sidelines like it was a 100-yard

SJSU Women’s soccer

Spartans drop
third in a row
By Kristin Schwarz
Daily Staff Writer
The San Jose State University women’s soccer team
soured the picture at the Friday night soccer double feature after a questionable call gave the University of San
Francisco a 2-1 win.
Following the SJSU men’s 1-0 overtime win against Cal
State University Monterey Bay the women took the field.
The Dons earned the victory after what Spartan coach
Tamie Grimes called, "the phantom call."
The call in question occured in the 84th minute of play.
Dons midfielder Stacey Caro dribbled the bail toward
SJSU goaltender Erin Levey with a Spartan defender covering her.
It appeared as though Caro lost control and over-ran the
ball, fell and slid face-down without being touched.
The referee made an interference call against the
Spartans that gave Caro a free-Itick.
As a result of the call, Caro scored her second penalty
kick goal of the season to give the Dons a 2-1 lead.
The Spartan’s defense was efficient at breaking up the
Dons scoring chances.
They handled the ball well, giving the fans an exhibition
of organized and controlled passing.
DeTite the bizarre loss, Grimes was pleased with her
teams performance.
"We really played well tonight and we really should have
won this," Grimes said.
Goaltending for both teams was great, said Dons coach
Pamela Kalinoski.
"Kudos to Erin Lavey," Kalinoski said.
The goaltending for both teams was minimal as most ot
the play stayed in the midfield between the two penalty
boxes, giving the goalies a light worldoad for the night.
Both goalies made tough saves displaying fearlessness as
they left their nets making saves by charging straight
after potential scorers.
Lavey made four saves matching Dons goalie Jennifer
Orantes.
Play intensified in the second half with both teams’
offense picicing up speed.
USF scored in the 66th minute as Ashley Davies blasted a shot past Lavey.
The Spartans tied the score with a goal 11 minutes later
as midfielder Mariko Yoshihara took a clean pass from
forward Alaina Chandler and sailed the ball past
Orantes, getting her 3rd goal for the season.
The Dons out shot the Spartans 18-10 and had six shots
on goal to the Spartans five.
The Spartans (1-2) next game is scheduled for Friday at
the University of Pacific (3-0).

sprint."
Then he yelled out at Neuheisel, who
was in the back of the interviesv room.
"I’m in shape, Coach, back there in
the corner. I do have stamina, Coach,"
he shouted.
Despite trailing the unheralded
Spartans, Williams said he wasn’t
wonied at halftime.
"We were calm," Williams said. "We
were anxious to get back out there and
play again. We were confident and
ready to do our thing."
Washington wasn’t done.

Sixty-five seconds after Williams’
sprint, defensive tacIde Terry Johnson
batted a pass by Arroyo into the air.
Johnson, already in the end zone,
grabbed the ball for a touchdown.
One week after losing at the
University of Michigan, 31-29, on a
last-second field goaf, the Huskies (11) were 30-point favorites in their
home opener.
Washington trailed at home for the
first time since Army led them 3-0
Sept. 23, 1995. The Huskies came
back to win that game 21-13.

Washington improved to 8-0 in its
series against the Spartans.
The Huskies got their second
straight 300-yard passing day from
Pickett, who was 22-for-35 for 347
yards. Williams caught six passes for
160 yards and two touchdowns and
Rich Alexis ran tbr 125 yards.
"We basically shot ourselves in the
t’oot the whole first half," Pickett said.
"We have lots of things to fix like that."
SJSU’s Rislov completed 16 of 23
passes for 177 yards, while Marcus
Arroyo was 5-for-13 for 59 yards with

two interceptions.
Rislov played the first five seric, and
left the game with a 7-0 lead.
"Steve Spurrier changes every play
and we may go to that," Hill said
about switching to Arroyo, who started the past two seasons for the
Spartans.
The Spartans are scheduled to return
to action on Saturday at Stanford
University.
The Associated Press contributed to
this stopy.

Sanfilippo scores lone goal on birthday
By Sylvia Lim
Daily Staff Writer

keep his teammates at bay.
Cal State Northridge head coach
Terry Davila said that his team
Frank Sanfilippo celebrated hi, lacked composure in the game.
"You have to have the courage to
21st birthday in a big way.
The senior midfielder scored the put the ball in front of the net and
only goal in San Jose State the courage to put the ball at the
University’s 1-0 victory over Cal back of the net, Davila said. "We
State Northridge on Sunday at didn’t so we were a bit wild out
there when it came to the last thing
SUNDAY’S SCORE
to do."
CAL PAU NOPTHRIDGE
St. Clair said that these scuffles
SPARTANS
happen in soccer games since it is
FRIDAY SISU vs ALABAMA AIM 7p.m.
an emotional and passionate sport.
"With that being said, we just
Spartan Stadium.
Sanfilippo’s big day capped a big have to train our boys to make sure
weekend for the Spartan men’s soc- that they have poise and not let this
cer team. The Spartans won 1-0 on stuff get to them," St. Clair said.
Poggio said that he saw this scuflast Friday’s game against Cal State
Monterey Bay. Freshman Randy fle in a positive light.
"I see it as a good thing because
Poggio scored the winning goal of
Friday’s game in the 102th minute we’re playing hard so you stick up
for your teammates. This year, this
of play.
SJSU head coach Gary St. Clair team has been really close and it
said that the win excited the just shows how much we’re close
Spartan program as the Matadors and now we stick out for each
are a veteran team with lots of other," he said.
Both St. Clair and Poggio
experience.
Sanfilippo scored the lone goal of expressed confidence in the coming
the match from a pass from game with Alabama A&M on
Spartan forward Randy Poggio Friday.
"It’s one game at a time here. This
during a free kick 20 minutes into
is a big win for us, and we’re going
the game.
to
enjoy this and we’re going to get
The game was marred by overly
physical play as both teams collect- ready for (Alabama A8cM) on
Friday. And that’s going to be a big
ed a total of seven yellow cards.
A red card was issued to Cal State game," St. Clair said."We were
Northridge defensive player Brian pretty much outgunned today with
Philips for pushing SJSU forward the injuries and other problems
Trevor Harris in mid-jump. Harris we’ve had. But the players are on
their way to win and that’s what we
crashed to the ground on his face.
Referee Ricardo Valenzuela went are encouraging."
Kickoff for Friday’s game is
to issue Philips a yellow card but
loud boos from the spectators scheduled for 7 p.m. at Spartan
encouraged him to flash a red one Stadium.
instead.
Philip’s shove incited a minor San Jose State University’s midscuffle while Valenzuela reached fielder Eric Rodriguez leaps to
for the card. Most players from avoid a collision with goalkeepboth team started shoving each er Joe Barton of Cal State
another in center field and the Northridge. SJSU won Sunday’s
Matador’s goalkeeper had to run game 1-0 on a Frank Sanfilippo
over from his position at the net to goal.
KIRIS HOLLAND / DAILY STAFF

Ishii’s face fractured Garner gains 191 total yards in Raider win
Around the NFL
by line drive in fourth
Associated Pre,,

1.()S ANGELES (AP) -Angeles Dodgers rookie left-hander
Kazuhisa Ishii left Sunday’s game in an
ambulance with a small skull fracture
and a concussion after getting struck
flush on the forehead by a line drive off
the bat of Houston’s Brian Hunter.
In the fourth inning of the Astros’ 62 victory, Hunter drove a 3-2 pitch so
hard off the left side of Ishii’s head that
it ricocheted all the way to the backstop
behind home plate for an RBI double.
"I saw every part of it. As soon as I hit
the ball, my natural reaction was to say,
’Heads up!’ " Hunter said. ’You never
want to see anybody get hurt whether
it’s your tearn or the other team.
"Being a line drive-type hitter, you’re
trying to stay up the middle more. But
I would rather hit into a line-drive double play than to have something lilce
that happen."
Manwr Jim Tracy, assistant trainer
Matt Wilson and paramedics mshed to
the pitcher’s aid. Ishii, who tums 29
Monday, was placed in a neck brace,

then on a stretcher and driven oft
through the center-field gate.
"When I got to the mound, the first
thing I saw was blood
which scared
me to death,"Tracy said."But basically, it
was a surface cut just above his forehead.
"They termed it a Grade 2 concussion. I lcnew he could hear voices by the
way he was responding. He told the
guys at the hospital that he never saw
the ball."
Dodgers spokesman John Olguin
reported that Ishii has feeling and
movement in all of his limbs and was
fully conscious when he was taken to
Good Samaritan Hospital for X-rays
and further tests. He will remain hospitalized for at least 24 hours for obsenration by a neurologist.
"It’s scary. It’s not something I particularly wanted to see," Astros closer Billy
Wagmer said. "I know what it’s like to
have something like that happen to me.
Every time you go back out there, you
think about that situation with every
pitch you throw.

Bonds gets 42nd HR,
Giants beat Arizona 3-1
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) After
going 16 weeks without a splash,
Barry Bonds got back into the water.
Bonds hit his 42nd homer, a 418foot shot into McCovey Cow, to lead
the San Francisco Giants to a 3-1 win
Sunday over the slumping Arizona
Diamondbacks.
The Giants, trying to catch the Los
. Angeles Dodgers for the NL wild
card, won the last three games of their
four-game series with the NL Westleading Diamondbacks.
Arizona has lost nine of its last 12
games. The Giants, who play host to
the Dod_gers in a three-game series
starting Monday, have won 11 of 14.
Bonds’ homer leading off the fourth
tied it at 1. It was the 21st homc run
hit into McCovey Cove by a Giant
since Pacific Bell Park opened in 20(X)
and Bonds has 19 of them.
Bonds, second in the NI, in homers
to Sammy Sou’s 44, had not hit a ball
into the water since May 18.
Immediately after Bonds’ homer,
Benito Santiago doubled and caught

Arizona starter Brian Anderson napping.
Santiago stole third while Anderson
stood on the mound between pitches,
then continued home when the startled lefty threw wildly past third
an error.
The Giants scored their third run or
a sacrifice fly by David Bell in tlr,
eighth.
Russ Ortiz (11-10) won his third
straight start, allowing one run on
seven hits in eight innings.
Robb Nen pitched the ninth for hi%
36th save in 44 opportunities. His
199th save with the C;iants tied him
with Rod Beck for the most in franchise history. Nen has 307 career
saves.
Anderson (6-11), who has lost f.011C
of his last five starts, allowed two rim%
on four hits in three innings. He
walked four batters for the first time
this scason.
The Diamondbacks scored in the
first on an RBI bloop single by Luis
Gonzalez.

Tim Brown made sure his new
coach got the game ball.
After the Oaldand Raiders defeated
the Seattle Seahawks 31-17 on
Sunday, Brown congratulated new
coach Bill Callahan, who replaced
Jon Gruden when he left for Tampa
Bay.
"Obviously, there has been a lot of
talk about that, can we be the same
team?" said Brown, the longest
tenured Raider who is playing tbr his
sixth coach since joining the team in
1988.
"This is only one victory, but it’s
important he get the game ball.
Everybody can settle down, they
know he can coach. If we don’t win
another game, it’s not his fault."
Rich Gannon completed 19 of 28
passes for 214 yards and two touchdowns, and Charlie Garner amassed
191 total yards and scored two touchdowns.
The Raiders tallied 24 straight
points to beat the Seahawks for the
fifth straight time in the Coliseum
since 1997.
"I thought our team came out and
played physical today," Callahan said.
"We wanted to be physical from the
.mset. I thought our units were cohesive. Our run defense was outstanding, and we limited Seattle a great
deal."
Because NFL realignment has separated the longtime AFC West rivals,
Seattle is not slated to return to
Oakland for a regular-season game
Attention club sports:

until 2010. The Seahawks enter their
first season in the NFC, West this
fall.
Sunday’s meeting was much like
last year s game here, except this time
Seattle quarterback Matt Hasselbeck
played well.
Hasselbeck, filling in for injured
starter Trent Dilfer, completed his
first eight passes and led the
Seahawks into the end zone in their
first offensive series with a 1 -yard
touchdown pass to Itula Mili.
As the starter last season,
Hasselbeck was sacked six times
before getting benched with the
Seahawks trailing 38-0 in an eventual 38-14 loss.
"les a great place to play," Seattle
coach Mike Holmgren said of the
Coliseum. "We haven’t played our
best football here. We ve played
poorly. I wish I had an answer for
that, but I don’t."
In Seattle’s
1-3 preseason,
Hasselbeck threw five interceptions
and only one touchdown.
Rookie Maurice Morris set up
Mili’s touchdown when he returned a
kickoff 66 yards to start the
Seahawks’ drive on the Oakland 36.
But then Seattle fell apart, struggling to convert third downs and
allowing the Raiders touchdowns on
their first three drives of the second
quarter. The Seahawks were penalized 13 times for 105 yards.
"There wasn’t anything we hadn’t
seen in practice," Scahawks cornerback Shawn Springs said. "’They outblocked us, they outran us, they out-

toughed us. There weren’t any secret
plays."
Perhaps this win was enough for the
Raiders to rid themselves of their bad
memories from an embarrassing loss
in Seattle last SeaSOn, whcn Shaun
Alexander ran all (wer them.
Alexander’s name came up all week
at the Raiders’ practice facility. I le
ran for 266 yards and three touchdowns, including an 88-yarder, as
the Seahawks won 34-27 last
November.
"I told everybody what he did
against us was a fluke last tiine," said
defensive tackle Rod Coleman, who
had two sacks. "And I didn’t expect it
to happen again."
Oakland’s new defensive t’ront led
by John Parrella and Sam Adams
made sure to shut down Alexander.
He was limited to 36 yards on 13 carries but added an 11 -yard touchdown
reception in the final minutes.
"The only tough thing about this is
we don’t get another shot at them like
we used to," Alexander said.
Garner was the running back of the
day. I le carried 15 times for 127
yards and had five catches fbr 64.
Gannon, who did not throw a
touchdown pass the entire preseason,
hit Brown for an 8-yard T1) pass on
Oakland’s opening possession.
Backup Raiders running back Zack
Crockett was carted off the field late
in the first quarter after injuring his
neck while covering a punt. Ile was
able to move his arms and legs but
was taken to a local hospital for tests.
Callahan said X-rays were negative.
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N.Y. Jets 37, Buffalo 31, OT
Green Bay 37, Atlanta 34, OT
Chicago 27, Minnesota 23
Washington 31, Arizona 23
Carolina 10, Baltimore 7
Tennessee 27, Philadelphia 24
San Diego 34, Cincinnati 6
Indianapolis 28, Jacksonville 25
Kansas City 40, Cleveland 39
Denver 23, St. Louis 16
Oakland 31, Seattle 17
New Orleans 26, Tampa Bay 20, OT
Houston 19, Dallas 10
Monday
Pittsburgh at New England 6 p.m.
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The Spartan Daily is looking to broaden
its sports coverage. If you have a club
sport and would like us to run the
the games, give us a ring at
(408) 924-3281 or (408) 924.5577.
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